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Hand-pushed sweeping machine „Hako-Profi-Flipper”–
10times quicker than a dustpan and brush!

Does anyone like sweeping by hand? Manual work is
simply not in keeping with the times, and is, above all,
too expensive. On the one hand a person using a
dustpan and brush is not productive enough - and
on the other hand excess dust is created and merely
distributed evenly - true cleanliness is never really
achieved. The Hako-Profi-Flipper is an intelligent
solution for quick and easy cleaning. This sweeper can

pick up dirt without leaving any behind in such areas
as workshops, halls, dispatch areas, on outdoor areas,
paths and other open spaces. The Hako-Profi-Flipper
is practically indestructible thanks to the use of
modern components such as a dirt hopper made of
sturdy, but light synthetic material, a robust aluminium
housing and protective steel tubular frame.
Take a look and convince yourself!

Clean working method and large area performance, time and
again. Machine suitable for daily, industrial use - for both indoor
and outdoor cleaning. Clean working method for both fine dust
and larger dirt particles as a result of special twin bristles.

This sweeping machine picks up dirt automatically and leaves
even corners spotlessly clean. Particularly handy, manoeuvra-
ble and extremely easy to operate. An ideal solution for trade,
industry and property owners.

Handy: Optimum position of handle
for each operator thanks to the ergo-
nomic design. Handle can simply
be changed around

Effortless: Stair and kerbs can be
negotiated without any problem
thanks to the rear protruding wheels.

Compact: Fits through any normal
door and can be used both indoors
and outdoors
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Technical details:
Working width:
with side brush 670 mm
without side brush 480 mm
Width with side brush 790 mm
Length with side brush 1330 mm
or.* 1510 mm
Height with handle 900 mm
or.* 1060 mm
with handle dismantled 390 mm
(* depending upon the positoin
of the handle)
Volume of dirt hopper 40 l
Weight 24 kg

Professional quality:
Sturdy surrounding steel frame.
Solid aluminium housing for main
broom. Indestructible dirt hopper
with 5 year guarantee. Metal
parts with extra durable synthetic
material powder coating (lead-
and cadmium-free). Main broom
and side brush can be adjusted
for optimum adaption to floor
conditions and type of dirt.
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Simple
Sweeping!
Hand-pushed sweeping machine
„Hako-Profi-Flipper” with un-
equalled sweeping performance:
up to 2.300 m2 cleanliness/hour.
Simply robust: shock-proof
steel frame, sturdy
aluminium housing,
practically indestructible
synthetic material
dirt hopper
with 5 year
guarantee!

The side broom sweeps dirt out of corners, directly into the
path of the wide main broom.
This in turn conveys the dirt into the large dirt hopper.

Dirt hopper can be removed
and replaced easily - as
handy as a bucket to carry
and stable to put down on
the floor.

Practical and handy to empty
dirt and rubbish into rubbish
bin as a result of built-in
handle and dirt chute in the
dirt container

Clean working method Removal of dirt - made easy

Superior technology for floor cleaning
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